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resource on the basis of user requests into consideration.
Because of this, unnecessary migration overhead exists.
Mohammad H. Al Shayeji and M. D. Samrajesh [9] put
forward an energy aware virtual machine migration
algorithm. By referring to the load state of a physical host,
this algorithm can effectively migrate virtual machines
among hosts. In addition, this algorithm can make the energy
consumption minimized by closing the idle hosts. Document
[10] provides a double-threshold dynamic virtual machine
migration scheduling strategy. This strategy only finds a
solution method for making virtual machine migration, but it
doesn’t put forward how to choose the appropriate migrating
target host. In document [11], the existing virtual machine
migration scheduling algorithms are analyzed and compared.
However, it does not propose a specific solution that how the
dynamic virtual machine migration scheduling strategy can
be implemented.
The Bin Packing Problem [12] can be described as shown
below.
Given: n objects need to be placed in bins of capacity L
each. Object i requires li units of bin capacity.
Object: determine the minimum number of bins needed to
accommodate all n objects.
Bin packing problem is NP complete when formulated as a
decision problem. As an optimization problem bin packing is
NP-hard. Approximation Algorithm for Bin Packing includes
First Fit (FF), Best Fit (BF), First Fit Decreasing (FFD) and
Best Fit Decreasing (BFD).
In this paper, the virtual machine dynamic migration
scheduling will be seen as a NP-Hard bin packing problem.
We will study how to improve the approximation algorithm
for bin packing in virtual machine migration scheduling [13].
Realize a virtual machine dynamic migrating model in cloud
data center, to meet the demand of load balance and the
service level agreement.

Abstract—This paper presents a modified best fit decreasing
algorithm (MBFD algorithm) for virtual machines dynamic
migration scheduling model. The model uses the bin packing
problem classical approximation algorithm idea, designs a new
algorithm to deal with virtual machines dynamic migrating
scheduling. It finds out load hot-spot hosts in the cloud platform
by executing the selection algorithm program. Then the
resource loads of virtual machines in hot-spot hosts are sorted
in descending order. As for non-hot-spot hosts, their resource
loads are sorted in ascending order. By traversing the
non-hot-spot hosts queue, it can find the most appropriate host
to act as the migration target host.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, virtual machine dynamic
migrating, resource scheduling, load balance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Configuration of software and hardware resources in the
traditional data center is usually needed enough high to meet
business processing's peak demand, but this will lead to the
waste of resources in off-peak periods. To solve this problem,
modern data centers are turning to cloud computing model
treatment [1]. One of the cloud data center features is that it
should have a scalable dynamic resources allocation [2].
Namely according to the user demand load changing of data
centers, the data center can automatically expand or contract
the allocation of resources in different sever hosts. So that it
can effectively avoid the waste of resources and solve the
problem of too heavy or too light load in a server host.
According to host's current load, cloud data center makes
virtual machines migrate to the proper target host for
achieving dynamic resource allocation scalable [3], [4]. This
is helpful for effective dynamic scheduling and maximum
utilizing of computing resources.
There are various methods to solve the problem of virtual
machine migration scheduling. Traditional static resource
scheduling algorithms include: Round-Robin Scheduling [5],
Weighted Round-Robin Scheduling [6], Destination Hashing
and Source Hashing Scheduling [7], [8]. These static virtual
machine migrating strategies don't mind the system load
changes and also do not take dynamically scheduling

II. THE PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Cloud data center virtual machine migration scheduling
refers to platform system getting the load data of each host by
monitoring its running state in data center. And according to
a certain scheduling strategy, the virtual machine dynamic
migration executes. On the cloud computing virtualization
infrastructure platform environment, this virtual machine
migration scheduling needs to ensure all physical hosts as far
as possible to achieve load balance in the data center. The
virtual machine dynamic migration scheduling mechanism
based on cloud data center can be described in Fig. 1.
Cloud data center is mainly responsible for creating,
migrating and cancelling virtual machines in hosts.
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Moreover it can deploy a virtual machine to a proper host,
and choose this host to process the service requests from user
applications. Load monitoring program is executed for
collecting load data of CPU, memory, storage, bandwidth
and other resources of each virtual machine and physical
host. And the cloud data center captures the platform’s
resources usage information by interacting with the load
monitoring program. When a host’s load is over heavy or
over light, cloud data center will execute the VM migrating
scheduling by the platform’s load balance strategy.

scheduling strategy program will be responsible to make
reasonable virtual machines migration scheduling. These
selected virtual machines will be migrated from the
hot-spot-hosts queue to appropriate target hosts, so that all
hosts to achieve load balance in the data center platform. So
this model needs to solve hot-spot host selection algorithm
program and virtual machine dynamic migration scheduling
strategy.
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MBFD algorithm.
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A. The Selection Algorithm of Hot-Spot Hosts
The basic method of cloud computing dynamic resources
scheduling is migrating virtual machine among hosts in the
data center, so that every host can run at the optimal load
states. If the load of a host is too heavy, it will violate the
SLA service level agreement, thus affecting the QoS of
executing tasks. On the other hand, if the load of a host is too
light, recourses of the host will be in a low utilization state.
The power consumption of these hosts will also be wasted.
Therefore, the resource utilization thresholds of a host need
to be set up in the hot-spot hosts’ selection algorithm. Max
usage amount of a host is set as the maximum threshold. Min
usage amount of a host is set as the minimum threshold. The
load monitoring program is executed to monitor resources
utilization of every host. Once it finds that the load condition
of a host exceeds the maximum threshold or the minimum
threshold, this host will be marked as hot-spot host. Specific
criteria are shown in Equation (1).

VMq

Fig. 1. The virtual machine dynamic migration scheduling mechanism.

In order to fulfill rapidly processing for user request
service, the cloud data center needs dynamically migrating
virtual machines among hosts to meet the system processing
performance requirements. The key problems for the virtual
machine dynamic migration scheduling in cloud data center
include: 1) determine when to migrate virtual machine, and
what is the migration scheduling strategy; 2) when to run the
migration operation, how to reduce overhead of the platform;
3) how to judge whether the platform can achieve the load
balance.

III. DESIGN OF SCHEDULING MODEL
In order to solve these problems of virtual machine
dynamic migration scheduling in cloud data center, this paper
presents the virtual machine dynamic migration scheduling
model as be shown in Fig. 2.
When a user request service reaches to the cloud data
center, firstly it will be processed by the Scheduling Main
Controller. The main controller will evoke the relevant host’s
task running. Each host has a load monitoring program. It
real-time monitors the load state of host and its virtual
machines. Load monitoring programs provide the host load
data to the hot-spot hosts selecting program of this platform.
Through analyzing these data, hot-spot hosts in this platform
can be found out. By this way, all hot-spot hosts can be listed
into a queue. The virtual machine dynamic migration

U cpu (pi )  Max cpu or U cpu (pi )  Min cpu

U ram (pi )  Max ram or U ram (pi )  Min ram
U (p )  Max
band or U band (pi )  Min band
 band i

(1)

In the Equation (1), Ucpu(Pi), Uram(Pi) and Uband(Pi) denote
the load state of CPU, memory and network bandwidth in the
physical host Pi. And Maxcpu, Maxram and Maxband
respectively represent a predetermined maximum load
threshold of CPU, memory and network bandwidth. Mincpu,
Minram and Minband respectively represent a predetermined
minimum load threshold of CPU, memory and network
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bandwidth. As long as one of these conditions is established,
the host will become a hot-spot one.
Only the host is confirmed at least k times in the recent n
times monitoring. It will eventually be identified as a hot-spot
host. The value selection of n and k depends on using a
positive strategy or a conservative one. If the value of n is
given, the smaller value k is used to recognize a hot-spot host
in a short time, which is the positive strategy. On the
contrary, it means that a longer period of time will be needed
to recognize a hot-spot host, which is the conservative
strategy. This above strategy application should be decided
by the actual situation.

conditions. Namely the resource load state of this host
exceeds a predetermined Maximum threshold value max, or
it is below the minimum threshold value Min.
After determining the hot-spot host queue, next the virtual
machines in the hot-spot host need to be sorted in descending
order according to their resource load state. In order to do
this, the virtual machine resource load status ui should be
calculated, specifically as be shown in Equation (3).

u p  w1ucpu  w2uram  w3uband &  i 1 wi  1
3

In the Equation (3), ucpu, uram, uband respectively denote the
load state of CPU, memory and network bandwidth of a
virtual machine. These three types of data are collected by the
load monitoring program. Here, a weighted sum operation is
conducted. And w1, w2 and w3 represent different weights.
Then the algorithm can sort virtual machines in the
hot-spot hosts by descending order according to virtual
machines’ resource load state, as be shown in Equation (4).

B. The Scheduling Strategy Based on MBFD
Using the hot-spot host selection algorithm introduced in
the previous subsection, we can easily identify hot-spot hosts
in the cloud data center. And all hot spot hosts will form a
queue. Once the hot-spot hosts are found, using what kind of
scheduling strategy for dynamic virtual machine migration to
achieve load balancing among hosts, becomes the key
problem of dynamic virtual machine migration scheduling
model.
This paper will utilize the ideas of approximation
algorithms in bin packing problem, and presents a modified
best fit decreasing algorithm (MBFD algorithm) based on the
cloud computing application environment. So that it can be
used to resolve the problem of virtual machine dynamic
migration scheduling strategy.
When using virtual machine dynamic migration
scheduling strategy based on MBFD algorithm, the hot-spot
host is seen as an item. The target host is seen as a packing
bin. Firstly, the scheduling strategy needs to sort hot-spot
hosts in descending order by the size of items. In the hot-spot
hosts queue, monitor the load state of the CPU, memory,
network bandwidth of all the virtual machines in every
hot-spot host. Weigh these three types of resources in some
way to measure the load state of the entire virtual machine.
Then, the scheduling strategy program can sort all the virtual
machines of a certain hot-spot host in descending order by its
resource load state. Traverse the non-hot-spot host queue to
find the most appropriate one as a migrating packing bin.
This means after loading the virtual machine into the target
host, the difference between the current load state of this host
and the Max threshold must be a minimum.

 Lp  v1 , v2 ,,vm  , p  Heat p , m  N *

ui  u j , i, j  [1, m]

(4)

In the Equation (4), Lp represents a virtual machine queue.
These virtual machines are in the same physical host, and sort
in descending order according by the state of their resource
load ui. This has been determined under what kind of
situation the migration of virtual machines takes action. It
means that choosing which virtual machine in which hot-spot
host to do the migration operation.
It is necessary to sort all the non-hot-spot hosts in an
ascending order according to their resource load state.
Specifically be shown in Equation (5).
Target p  { p1 , p2 , ,pk }, k  N *


U pi  U p j , i, j  [1, k ]


Min  U pi  Max

(5)

Targetp indicates the sorted target host queue. The
so-called target host is the one which the resource load state
is between maximum threshold Max and minimum threshold
Min.
The next step is to consider how to select the most
appropriate target during the migration. Traverse Targetp
target host queue to find the most suitable one. Use VTargetp
to represent, specifically be shown in Equation (6).

C. The Scheduling Algorithm
In the previous subsection, the virtual machine dynamic
migration scheduling strategy based on the MBFD is
expounded. This section will introduce the virtual machine
dynamic migration scheduling algorithm based on MBFD.
According to host load state data collected by the
monitoring program, and combining with the hot-spot host
selection algorithm proposed in Section A, hot-spot host
queue can be drawn as shown in Equation (2).

Heat p   p1 , p2 , ,pn  , n  N *

U pi  Max or U pi  Min, i  [1, n]

(3)

VTarget p  pi

Min{Max-(U pi  u j )}

u j  Lp ,pi  Target p

(6)

The most suitable target host means after loading the
virtual machine in the hot-spot host, the difference between
the current load state of this host and the Max threshold must
be a minimum. Use the second condition in the Equation (6)
to represent.
In order to measure the load balance of the entire data
center after the virtual machine dynamic migration

(2)

In the Equation (2), the element pi of hot-spot host queue,
Heatp represents the physical host which meets certain
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scheduling is done, load balancing degree Bal will be
calculated below, specifically as be shown in Equation (7).



1
Bal2   U1 -U
n 

  U -U 
2

2

2





2
 ...  U n -U 


simulation, cloud data center contains five physical hosts
with the same configuration, which provides 50 identical
virtual machines. And simulate 50 tasks under the cloud
environment. At the same time, the maximum threshold of
the host load is defined as 80% of the system resources load,
and the minimum threshold is defined as 20% of system
resources load. This experiment dynamically migrates virtual
machines based on the current resource load state of hosts.
We have finished several experiments comparing the virtual
machine dynamic migration scheduling model based on
MBFD with NPA (Non Power Aware) [16], [17], DVFS
(Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) [18] and ST
(Simple Threshold), which reflecting the advantages of
energy-saving goals, reducing energy consumption and the
number of migration. In this experiment, take 10s time as a
cycle to monitor the load status of each host.
This simulation is based on the dynamic virtual machine
migration scheduling strategy based on MBFD algorithm and
ST (0.8), ST (0.6) scheduling strategy. After finishing this
experiment, the load balancing degree of these models’ hosts
are shown in Fig. 4.

(7)

In the Equation (7), U represents the average value of
load resource state of all the physical hosts in the data center,
Ui represents the resource load state of the i-th physical host.
Calculate the load balancing degree using the Equation (7),
the smaller the value is the better the host load balance is.
The virtual machine dynamic migration scheduling
algorithm can be shown in Fig. 3.
Begin

Identify the hot spots in the cloud
data center

No

Yes
Sort the virtual machines within hot spot in
descending order according to the load state of
every virtual machine

Sort the non hot spots under the cloud
computing environments in ascending
order

Traverse the non-hot spots queue, find the most
appropriate target host to do migration

Virtual Machine Dynamic Migration

No

Judge whether the migration is
successful?

Yes
End

Fig. 3. The flow of scheduling algorithm.

Fig. 4. Comparison of load balance degree.

The virtual machine dynamic migration scheduling
process is composed by the following steps: 1) Identify
hot-spot hosts: Load monitor program detects resource load
state of every physical host regularly, so that it can determine
the virtual machine in which host needs to be migrated. 2)
Select the target host: Sort the non-hot-spot hosts under the
cloud computing environments in ascending order, choose
the one which meets the conditions of migration as the target.
3) Virtual Machine Dynamic Migrate: Pack CPU, memory,
network connection information of a virtual machine in the
hot-spot host which you want to migrate, and transport it to
the target. 4) Judge whether the migration is successful:
Hot-spot host sends a message to the target to tell it that
migration is finished. If the submission is completed, the
target sends a confirmation message to the hot-spot host,
which means that now it has a fully consistent virtual
machine image of a hot-spot host. Namely the migration is
successful.

It can be seen from the figure above that load balance
degree of ST (Single Threshold) virtual machine dynamic
scheduling is significantly greater than the load balance
degree of scheduling model based on MBFD algorithm. So a
conclusion can be drawn that the virtual machine dynamic
migration scheduling model based on MBFD algorithm can
achieve better load balancing degree.
System overhead parameters of dynamic virtual machine
dynamic migration process in this experiment are energy
consumption, number of migrations and SLA violation
percentage. The specific experiment results are shown in
Table I.
TABLE I: SYSTEM OVERHEAD EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Policy
NPA
DVFS
ST(0.6)
ST(0.7)
ST(0.8)
MBFD

IV. SIMULATE EXPERIMENT
In this paper, we use cloud computing simulation software
CloudSim [14], [15] to simulate the virtual machine dynamic
migration scheduling model based on MBFD. In this

Energy(E/kWh)
4.48
2.32
1.72
1.63
1.59
1.43

Migration
—
—
338
332
335
309

SLA Violation
—
—
11.32%
10.45%
10.81%
10.17%

The simulation results in Table I are shown that the
proposed scheduling strategy based on MBFD in this paper
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compared with NPA and DVFS, the traditional static
resources scheduling strategy is more energy overhead.
Strategy model based on MBFD achieves the best energy
savings: by 68% and 38% less energy consumption relative
to NPA, DVFS. At the same time, MBFD has an advantage
over ST, the dynamic resources scheduling strategy in energy
consumption. And it is about 13% lower.
The number of migration when using the virtual machine
dynamic migration scheduling strategy based on MBFD
migration is reduced by about 30 times than ST. So it can
reduce the system overhead caused by migration. Although
change in migration times appears to be small, but the
reduction of migration cost in the actual situation is
considerable. In addition, the percentage of SLA violations
of scheduling strategy based on MBFD is also shown a
downward trend compared with ST (Simple Threshold),
which can provide greater performance to meet the
requirement of a service level agreement.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
[13]

In this paper, the load monitor program is used to monitor
resources load state of physical hosts and virtual machines.
Once the load state of a host exceeds the maximum threshold,
or is less than the minimum threshold, this host will be added
into the hot-spot host queue. The virtual machine dynamic
migration scheduling model based on MBFD algorithm will
sorts the virtual machines within the hot-spot host queue in
descending order according to their load state. As for
non-hot-spot hosts, this model also sorts them in ascending
order by their load state. This will help model to fulfill virtual
machines dynamic migrating from hot-spot hosts into the
proper non-hot-spot hosts. All above needs to be realized by
the scheduling model based on MBFD. This model makes the
cloud data center to achieve better load balance and decrease
the overhead of virtual machines migrating.
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